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Actuate Microlearning 

 
Our courses follow a micro-video format 
(the format of choice for the modern-day 
learner) 

 
Users love our courses  
(you should see some of the fabulous 
feedback we’ve received!) 

 Users find our courses relatable and 
relevant  

 Our courses are built for the phone 

 We work closely with you in ensuring 
people use these courses  

 

 

Indicative Client List 

Over the last nine years of our existence, we’ve served 
over seventy organisations across industry verticals. Some 
of our esteemed clients include Kotak Securities, ICICI 
Lombard, Zydus Cadila, Edelweiss, Angel Broking, Motilal 
Oswal, DCB Bank, Lodha, Tata Capital, DESIS, Prudential, 
to name but a few. 

 

Do Get in Touch!  
If you'd be interested in knowing more, please suggest a 
date and time we could possibly speak/ meet. Thirty 
minutes should suffice for our discussion.  

You could reach us at: 

                                                                              24|Empower!  
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Actuate Microlearning 

My career as a sales trainer had led me to American Social 
Psychologist ’s research. (BTW, I highly recommend her TED 
talk, the link to which is      

Amy found that individuals who adopt body language 
postures which connote ‘power’, for example, 
legs astride, shoulders pulled back, chest puffed 
out, hands on the hip, a-la Superman, or feet up 
on a desk, hand clasped behind one’s head, the classic 
CEO of yore pose, reported experiencing higher levels of 
“feelings of power” than before they had adopted these 
poses.  

Interestingly, her research found that these feelings were not merely 
figments of the subjects’ imagination: adopting poses of the kind 
described above, caused real physiological changes in these 
individuals. The subjects’ saw in an increase in their testosterone levels, 
and a corresponding decrease in their cortisol – the chemical 
associated with stress - levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

here)

https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_may_shape_who_you_are?language=en
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Click Here.

https://actuatemicrolearning.com/advanced-presentation-delivery-public-speaking-skills/
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